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Newsletter

Great IT can be Green IT

Welcome to the Q2 2022 edition of the Px3 newsletter, summarising our recent activity and coverage. As always we hope you find
the links and content interesting and are always happy to receive feedback and suggestions.
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Introduction
An award-winning sustainability consultancy with an international customer base, Px3 works with
information technology companies and their customers to measure and reduce carbon emissions
caused by the way we work today.
Our research and testing has identified that four key strategies (choosing more energy-efficient
devices, using green data centres, commuting less and extending the life of devices) can significantly
reduce emissions and e-waste.
Px3 is focused on five distinct service propositions:
•

IT Carbon Footprint profiling and baselining for commercial, public sector and not for profit
organisations wishing to reduce the environmental impact of IT operations including end user
computing, data centres and remote working

•

Sustainable IT Strategy Planning based upon the results of the IT carbon footprint service,
designing and delivering IT-related climate action backed by science-based targets and compliant
with international procurement, use and reporting legislation

•

Sustainable IT Assessment Tool enabling IT and Procurement Teams to assess and compare
devices such as laptops and desktop computers for sustainability criteria before purchase

•

Computer Lifecycle Assessment (LCA) designed for global technology manufacturers to
scientifically validate computer product environmental impact and workplace energy efficiency

•

IT Related GHG Emissions Smart App designed to visualise your IT related GHG emissions and
track progress against abatement, environmental goals and KPIs from anywhere on the planet.

We are continuing to develop our portfolio of services and are encouraged by the recognition and
reach that these services and partnerships bring to the cause of sustainable IT.
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Headlines

New Dynamic Carbon Footprint Tool Launched
Representing a world first and launched during Px3’s keynote session at Google’s Earth Day 2022, the Dynamic Carbon Footprint
tool enables IT and procurement teams to meaningfully compare the carbon footprint of a wide-range of end user computing
devices ahead of procurement. The crucial “USP” is that the data is harmonised to deliver parity to product carbon footprint data
generated by manufacturers ensuring a new level playing field for sustainability criteria. Achieved using algorithms designed by
Px3’s Chief Scientist, users can select both retention periods and region of use to ensure the results match your organisation’s IT
operations strategy. As an example, if the organisation plans to use the device for five years and mostly operates out of the UK,
these factors can be applied and the data adjusts dynamically. Find out more in our headline story here.

Two Landmark Milestones Reached
Having set a company mission to remove CO2e equivalent to 100,000 cars from the atmosphere by 2050, it’s important we keep
track on our progress. In the last year we have measured more than 650,000 devices across 164 countries, calculated as an
annual reduction of 5,500,000 kgCO2e in scope 2 and 3 GHG. Overall this equates to 19.7 million car miles, or the equivalent of
2,662 cars removed in the last 12 months alone.
At the same time our total for the number of devices assessed passed the 1,000,000 mark, putting our cumulative emissions
savings well on track to achieve our target.

Assisting the DWP with their Journey to Net Zero
Following a similar project for the Ministry of Defence last year Px3 were engaged to assess the end user computing (EUC)
carbon footprint of the Department of Work and Pensions.
With nearly 300,000 devices in scope this was one of our largest assessments to date and we are delighted to feature the results
in one of our featured case study slots in this month’s newsletter. Read more in our featured case study here.
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New: Dynamic Carbon Footprint Tool
Px3 launches the world’s first “level playing field” comparison site for IT procurement
Would your organisation like to assess the carbon footprint of computers such as laptops, desktops, tablets and monitors before
purchase? Would you like to do this easily across multiple brands and products, while ensuring the data is comparable and fair?
The Px3 Dynamic Carbon Footprint online application enables you for the first time to access and compare carbon footprint
values and associated sustainability criteria for thousands of products from brands such as Apple, Acer, Dell, HP, Lenovo and
Microsoft all in one place.
Why is this needed? New legislation requires organisations to include sustainability criteria when selecting new ICT equipment to
support their net zero strategies. 1% of annual greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions worldwide is caused by the manufacture of 460
million end user computing devices and the energy consumed by their 4.2bn active users [1]. Adopting devices with a lower total
carbon footprint helps to address this by reducing Scope 2 (energy use) and Scope 3 (supply chain) emissions.
Our empirical research [2] identified that end user computing product carbon footprint information published by manufacturers
can’t be used meaningfully to quantify Scope 2 & 3 GHG emissions because vendors use differing methodologies to generate
and report the kgCO2e values. This means that the apparent carbon footprint of two almost identically specified computers can
appear very different, which makes the process of assessing “green IT” credentials time-consuming and complex.
Created during PhD research conducted with the University of Warwick and Warwick Business School, the Px3 Dynamic Carbon
Footprint online portal makes it simple to compare carbon footprint data, enabling organisations to identify devices which will both
reduce the long term impact to the planet and contribute meaningfully to carbon reduction and Net Zero strategies.
To find out more please visit the Px3 website or access the Dynamic Carbon Footprint online to request a trial.
[1] Sutton-Parker, J. (2022), ‘Quantifying greenhouse gas abatement delivered by alternative computer operating system displacement strategies’. 1877-0509. Procedia Computer Science. Amsterdam, the
Netherlands: Science Direct, Elsevier B.V. [2] Sutton-Parker, J. (2022), ‘Is sufficient carbon footprint information available to make sustainability focused computer procurement strategies meaningful?’. 18770509. Procedia Computer Science. Amsterdam, the Netherlands: Science Direct, Elsevier B.V.
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Featured Case Study - DWP
Px3 assists the UK’s largest public service department on its journey to Net Zero
The Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) was looking for ways to improve the quality of their reporting, particularly
as the “Greening Government” ICT strategy has increased the focus on the need to make ICT itself more sustainable and
also to use ICT to support sustainability initiatives across the public sector.
One of the DWP’s strategic technology partners, Citrix, offered to fund a project for Px3 to undertake a detailed study of
their end user computing estate.
With nearly 300,000 devices in scope (covering desktops, laptops and monitors) the department was keen to understand
both Scope 2 (electricity usage) and Scope 3 (embodied emissions from manufacturing, transport, packaging and
waste).
The results indicated that the use of the devices at the DWP is producing over 1m kgs of CO2e each year. To put that in
perspective, it is the equivalent of driving 4m miles in an average car, roughly 1,600 times round the world.
In addition to the Scope 2 emissions from the electricity use, Px3 were also able to use their modelling tools to calculate
the Scope 3 “embodied emissions” for the DWP’s devices, including those held in stock, which came to a total of over
90m metric tons of CO2e.
The project sponsor at the DWP was Tony Sudworth, Sustainability Lead for DWP Digital who commented: “To manage
towards a goal of Net Zero emissions we first needed to understand where we are today. This research work by Px3
provides a starting point for us to now aim to drive down the emissions from the DWP IT infrastructure to meet the
Greening Government commitments”.
To read the full case study please visit our References Page.
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Other News
Px3 continued innovative project work with major technology vendors, including creation of a sustainability
calculator, accessed through an app by attendees at Google’s Earth Day event. Why not try it using the QR code?
We also completed a number of major customer benchmarking and assessment projects covering major firms in the pharmaceutical,
technology services, hospitality, local government, central government and not for profit sectors. Two of our favourite quotes from the
projects are included below:
“Thank you for the sustainability assessment you carried out with my team here at Lancashire who rated you highly and gave a good
account of a very professional engagement with PX3 and LCC. I have personally found it insightful and a great aid to help with some
policy formation going forward.” Glyn Peach, Chief Digital Officer (Director of Digital Services), Lancashire County Council
“In order to identify the company’s actual emissions, you need to dig into the details of your scope 3 contributions, and ITequipment and electronics are a surprisingly large part of those. The report from Px3 has really helped us get a more detailed
understanding of that data and put it into context.” Kari Anna Fiskvik, Vice President Technology, Nordic Choice Hospitality Group
The Nordic Choice white paper can be found here: https://chromeenterprise.google/os/sustainability/
As a research-focused organisation, contributing to advancements in the field of computer and urban science is vital to ensuring our
methods enable credible science-based results and targets to be formed and delivered. As such, our CEO, Justin Sutton- Parker,
had further empirical research peer-reviewed and published in scientific journals during the last few months, including:
‘Can analytics software measure end user computing electricity consumption?’ Clean Technologies and Environmental Policy. New York, USA: Springer.
‘Quantifying greenhouse gas abatement delivered by alternative computer operating system displacement strategies’. Procedia Computer Science.
‘Is sufficient carbon footprint information available to make sustainability focused computer procurement strategies meaningful?’. Procedia Computer Science.
'Determining the impact of information technology greenhouse gas abatement at the Royal Borough of Kingston and Sutton Council’. Procedia Computer
Science.
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Featured Case Study - BFI
Establishing the ICT carbon footprint & areas of impact on the journey to Net Zero
Founded in 1933, the British Film Institute (BFI) is a registered charity and the UK's lead organisation for film and the moving
image. Having declared a climate and ecological emergency, the British Film Institute (BFI) has pledged to reduce its emissions
to Net Zero. One area they were keen to examine was the emissions created by its use of information and communications
technology (ICT), both by the organisation itself and by some of its key technology suppliers.
In order to establish a “baseline” assessment the BFI approached Px3 to undertake an investigation and analysis. The study
examined the energy used and emissions created by various information technology sources, including the computers used by
staff and the databases and systems hosted on site.
The BFI also wanted to ensure that the energy and emissions from external services were captured as well, so Px3 sought
information from the major suppliers about their services, where they were located and how their energy was supplied.
Overall the BFI’s use of ICT is calculated to be responsible for just over 77 metric tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions per
annum. This is equivalent to driving over 280,000 miles a year on the UK roads in a non-electric vehicle (about 11 times round
the planet) and would require a forest of more than 90 acres of mature trees to remove the pollution from the atmosphere.
Notably more than 95% of the BFI’s emissions were identified as being created by the on-site data centres, however the BFI
has selected Positive Internet to host some of their services and the organisation is based in a carbon negative business park,
drawing their power directly from wind farms on the Cambridgeshire fens.
The BFI’s Sustainability Lead Frank Horn commented: “On our journey to zero carbon, we are continuously looking to reduce
our emissions in all activity areas. We were mindful that digital activity is only set to grow and that we were about to embark on
essential digital upgrades. Establishing where our largest impacts were, ahead of this work, has helped inform the digital
strategy going forward. Our thanks to PX3 for assisting us with this important piece of work.”
To read the full case study please visit our References Page.
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Events
As real world events begin to return to the calendar we’ve been busy presenting on sustainability
at a number of on-line and real life events including:
•

A keynote session on Sustainable IT and a panel discussion with Kingston and Sutton
Councils, Acer and Citrix at Google’s Earth Day event

•

A breakout session at Igel Disrupt

•

Update sessions for customers and partners at Google’s London HQ

•

A sustainability podcast for the Department of Work and Pensions

•

A “Life on the Edge” podcast and YouTube video for Igel
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Px3 Set to Deliver a Second “World First” with
a Free Public Sector Carbon Footprint Tool

Latest Blog Posts

Breaking a Vicious Cycle - Why We Need to
Escape the Upgrade “Treadmill”

Px3’s CEO guest edits The Guardian’s
Sustainable IT Supplement for COP 26

Cut Complexity, Cost and Carbon with
Sustainable IT

Measuring the Environmental Impact of
the “New Normal” Way of Working
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Our mission: to
remove the
greenhouse gas
equivalent of
100,000 cars from
the atmosphere by
2050 through
increased adoption
of sustainable IT
Want to get in touch?
Not yet a newsletter subscriber?
Contact us via the Px3 website
Follow Px3 on LinkedIn for all the
latest news
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